
NDP.serve

Optional software for NanoZoomer

Slide distribution and management software

The NDP.serve (U10073-01) distributes digital slides over an intranet or 
the Internet and manages database access privileges.
The NDP.serve distributes digital slides through networks. It allows sharing slides through an intranet or the 

Internet and makes them available anytime and anywhere as needed.
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The NDP.serve allows you to attach user defined information fields to 
scanned slides. Specific slides can be found by a simple search for 
keywords included in the slide information.

Simple slides search

The NDP.serve not only allows you to use ID and password to 
manage server access, it also allows you to set user access to 
NDP.view2 features such as annotation. For example, you can allow 
user A to not only view slides, but to also use annotation functions, 
while only allowing user B to view slides.

Specific access rights

The NDP.serve software can add additional information by freely 
specifying information within the slide information. That information 
makes it easy to search through digital slides. The target digital slide 
can then be quickly viewed by making a search with a combination of 
information. 

Easy search from slide informationSynchronization with images displayed by multiple clients

NDP.conference U11489

Synchronized viewing slides among clients
Viewing slides on every display monitors of participants can be 
synchronized with the display of the presenter. Additionally it allows 
anyone participated to be a presenter to take control of slide viewing.

Chat function
The NDP.conference has chat feature. Chat, additional to slide 
viewing, will be useful for better communication each other.

Each people review different slides
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The NDP.conference, U11489, is optional software to enhance the 
NDP.serve, U10073-01, slide distribution and management software 
for the NanoZoomer series. It makes conferences sharing slides 
among clients easy and efficient by synchronizing viewing slides. 
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Use the highly reliable security system to manage server access, authentication, and login 
configuration.

The NDP.serve has a feature that automatically publishes slides received to specific folders. The folders can be specified by a user with 
access privileges. This feature, along with the ability to specify destination folders in NDP.scan, helps accommodate the requirements of 
multiple users with different privileges.

Automatic publishing of scanned slides
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The NDP.serve uses ID and password-based authentication. 
You can manage image viewing by setting passwords and 
privileges for each client or group.

ID / Password-based authentication system

You can set intranet and Internet access privileges for 
each individual slide on the server. You can show an 
image only to specified users.
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Simple management!
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